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Welcome our new 2016 Board Members

 

Your Rocky Mountain SCTE Board of Directors is  pleased to announce the newly
elected Board Members.  These candidates will serve a two year term.

1. Stephanie Trotter
2. Leslie Ellis
3. Dino Starinieri
4. Mark Guzinski
5. Ron Wolfe

 

For Re-
Election

Stephanie is the VP of the Video Program Office for Time Warner Cable. 
Stephanie and her team are responsible for managing and delivering video
programs across technology, operations and marketing teams within Time
Warner Cable. Stephanie has been in the cable and telecommunications
industry for over 24 years starting with MCI WorldCom (now Verizon) and
Qwest before consulting at TWC in 2006.

During her time with Time Warner Cable, her main focus has been
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Stephanie
Trotter

supporting strategic corporate initiatives, which include:

Oversee consolidation plan to shifting Video Platforms from
distributed to a national operational model allowing for centralization
of National Sourcing for MPEG and IP Video

Implementation of Content Delivery Network (CDN) and Switched
Digital Video (SDV) platforms across all TWC Markets and the shift of
video content from QAM to IP

Assisted in leading the overall critical infrastructure strategy called
“Zebra” that included consolidations to National Centers, expansions
of Market centers to Implementation of Cloud Services such as TWC
TV, National Video Content and Cloud Computing solutions.

Deployed operational standards and procedures to reduce delivery
timeframes and improve cross platform flexibility

Designed and implement operational engineering acquisition
strategies across multiple regions and divisions within the engineering
organization for cable, high speed data and voice customers

Stephanie believes that this is an evolutionary time for the Cable industry and
is excited about the changes and challenges ahead. Stephanie, like other
women professionals within TWC, is also working to encourage and support
more women to enter and grow in engineering roles within the
Telecommunications Industry

Stephanie is an active participant as part of the Rocky Mountain SCTE
board. Currently, she is the Treasurer for the RM SCTE Chapter and has
overseen the past three Rocky Mtn SCTE Golf and Symposium with strong
support from the board, friends of the board and sponsor.

Leslie
Ellis

Leslie Ellis is owner of Ellis Edits Inc. and Translation-Please.com, a Denver-
based analysis/writing firm specializing in the technologies used in cable,
multichannel and broadband delivery systems. Specific focus is “translating”
the dense language surrounding the technologies and technology strategies
of service providers, and particularly cable service providers.

She writes the weekly “Translation Please” column for Multichannel News,
now in its 16th year, and aimed at demystifying commonly-used cable and
broadband technology terms. (Archived here: www.translation-please.com.)
She’s written two broadband dictionaries, one field guide to broadband, and
co-authored “Planet Broadband.”

She received the National Cable Telecommunication Association’s Vanguard
Award for Associates & Affiliates in 2005. In 2010, she was named
Technology Woman of the Year by the Society of Cable &
Telecommunications Engineers and Women in Cable and
Telecommunications.

Previously, Ellis was Paul Kagan Associates’ Senior Technology Analyst.
Ellis was Senior Technology Editor for Multichannel News/Broadband Week
from 1994-1998, and Managing Editor of Communications Engineering &
Design magazine from 1990-1994. She began in the cable industry in 1987.

Outside of work, she’s a beekeeper, founder of the Women Who Bee
beekeeping club, and Executive Producer of the documentary film “BEE
PEOPLE,” released in 2012. The film encourages everyday people to
become backyard beekeepers, toward a goal of a beehive every two miles —
to help sustain pollination amidst the massive and unsolved honeybee
population decline that began in the U.S. in 2009.
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Dino
Starinieri

Dino started his cable career in January of 1995 with TV Guide On Screen
(TVGOS) as the Technical Support Manager. TV Guide on Screen was a
joint venture between TCI and News Corp that was focused on delivering
electronic program guides to both basic cable as well as the next generation
digital set top boxes.His focus was on supporting the newly launched TV
Guide On Screen Channel and one of the industry’s first digital Set Top Box
Electronic Program Guides.

Late in 1997, TVGOS was merged with Prevue networks and he moved to
Tulsa to become the Director of technical operations of the newly combined
company focusing on supporting the rebranded TV Guide Channel, the
Barker Channel, and the EPG on DCT 1000s, provided by HITs, from TCI.

In July of 1999 he moved to Denver to work as a consultant for Media One
working on the first open cable project integrating an EPG into an open cable
standard Set Top Box.

In mid 2000 he joined Intellocity, an interactive television company, and
worked on many projects involving Interactive STB based solutions. The last
2 years he was with Intellocity he spent as a consultant for Kabel NRV a
German cable company who was moving from analog to digital after the
divestiture of the government owned cable companies to public companies.

He then joined Mystro, a small group that was part of Time Warner focused
on creating and delivering network based DVR functionality in January in
2003. 11 Mystro was dissolved and he was offered a position to stay on with
Time Warner Cable in their Advanced Technology Group.

He has spent the last 12+ years at TWC moving from Senior Integration
Engineer, Principal Engineer, Principal Architect, then Director, and in
February of 2014 was promoted to Vice President of System Integration and
Test focusing on video applications, business support systems, care and field
applications, and web portal testing.

 

Mark
Guzinski

Mark brings over 30+ years experience  across several organizations within
the cable industry.

HIs experience in technical and engineering operations with Heritage
Cablevision, Telecommunications Inc., Columbia Basin Cable, American
Telecasting, CableLabs and finally Charter Communications has provided
him a thorough understanding how continued technical training is important
to this industry.

 

Ron
Wolfe

 Ron is  a Senior Member of the Society and have been a member since
1987.  During my career spanning more than 37 years in the cable
telecommunications, He has held technical leadership positions with both
service providers and suppliers to the industry.  He has also been a past
Board of Directors member of the Chapter, during the time the Rocky
Mountain Chapter introduced the Cable-Tec Games to the national
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stage.  Ron served on the Scholarship Committee at the National level, and
the BCTE Review Committee. He was honored to receive the Member of the
Year Award from the SCTE in 1992.

Ron is currently  Senior Director of HFC Engineering & Architecture for
Charter Communications in the Denver area office.  He works cross-
functionally between engineering and operations on a daily basis to balance
the needs of the business and the capabilities of new technologies, always
considering what the changes in our business mean to those who work daily
to maintain the quality of our services to our customers.

Prior to joining Charter, Ron held numerous positions with both service
providers and industry suppliers, in a wide array of disciplines, including
technical team leadership and strategy formulation in the areas of RF and
HFC outside plant, optical transport, digital video processing, including
switched digital video and program insertion, DOCSIS and TCP/IP
technologies, RFoG, EPON, dense wave division multiplexing and virtual hub
technology for video transport and quality of experience (QOE)
management.  Among my career experiences are technical and leadership
roles at Time Warner Cable, @Home Network, Aurora Networks and
BigBand Networks.

Ron has been privileged to work with many industry technical leaders over
the course of my career, including numerous SCTE Hall of Fame Inductees
and Vanguard Award winners.

Ron is also a member of IEEE.  He written numerous papers and presented
at numerous events for both organizations.  He has also been honored to be
a member of the teams awarded Technical Emmy Awards for achievements
related to HFC Deployment and SDV Deployment.
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